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About the Cover Photo, and More:
On a winter day earlier this year, Doug Riddell, a retired Amtrak locomotive engineer,
snapped the cover photo of a southbound CSX freight train meeting a northbound Amtrak
Virginia Regional passenger train, just after the passenger train pulled away from the station in
Ashland, VA.
This photo graphically depicts the operational challenge of a shared passenger/freight
corridor, notwithstanding the fact that the RF&P subdivision of CSX Transportation is currently
the highest capacity mixed-use rail corridor in the State. That assertion takes into consideration
infrastructure, train traffic density and complexity of operations. North of Fredericksburg,
Virginia Railway Express commuter service adds tremendously to the complexity, volume and
consumption of rail line capacity.
Currently, the Virginia Department of Rail & Public Transportation is coordinating and
directing a largely federally-funded study – technically known as a Phase II Environmental
Impact Study, or “EIS” – required by the U.S. Department of Transportation and its subordinate
agency, the Federal Railroad Administration -- with the objective of determining the least
environmentally damaging plan for maximum future expansion and enhancement of
Washington-Richmond rail corridor capacity and services – both freight and passenger.
The town of Ashland, literally a creation of the former RF&P, serves to illustrate several
of the challenges currently confronting the DC2RVA study team. Where, if anywhere, could a
third track be added? Could the railroad simply be relocated out of the Town by construction
of a rail bypass? Do trains need to stop in Ashland, or might Doswell be the better location for
a future station to serve the Hanover County and southern Caroline region? Might they tunnel
under Ashland? Or, more likely, depress the tracks, with appropriate street crossings and midtown plaza over. What would any of these planning concepts cost? Could such costs be
justified in terms of faster service and less disruption of “downtown” Ashland?
Most likely, the “do nothing” alternative will emerge as most appropriate insofar as
Ashland is concerned. It is worth recalling that during April, 1943, the peak month of World
War II operations on the RF&P, a daily average of 103 trains passed through the Town, of which
57 were passenger and 46 freight, a train every 14 minutes. On the peak day that April, some
131 trains ran. Currently fewer than 50 trains, counting both passenger and freight, disturb the
peace of Ashland in a 24-hour period.
Many other things can be done elsewhere to enhance, speed up and otherwise add rail
service, both freight and passenger, between DC and Richmond, all without adversely impacting
Ashland. The easiest might be to make greater use of the line between Main Street Station and
Doswell, via Hanover Court House. But the ultimate question, is whether any of this will be
needed? Not unless we do a better job of operating what we already have, both freight and
passenger. For more observations on that provocative assertion, read on………. Dick Beadles.

Richard L “Dick” Beadles
Railva55@gmail.com
July 15, 2015
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To: Friends of Rail, and others:
Rail at mid-year 2015, Viewed from the Crest of One Man’s Hill:
Sixty years ago I made my first day’s pay “on the railroad”. I had worked for three
weeks, “learning the road”, without pay, prior to that July 1 st call. Earlier, when I had sought
employment, the official to whom I applied, seemed unbelieving that I wanted to work in the
tough, uncertain, atmosphere of rail operations? So, not only did I not get recruited, nor
receive a “signing bonus”, I was actually discouraged by the company’s representative. Most of
you know the rest of the story. I persisted and things worked out well for me, but not without
the usual detours and temporary setbacks. The truth is that I loved almost every minute of it,
and I still have warm feelings about the rail industry, and its people. But as I look back at the
how the railroad business – freight and passenger – has changed, and where it stands today, I
have to wonder where it might be sixty years from now? In fact, I wonder if it will still be
around in 2075? If it is, it certainly won’t look like it did then, nor as it does today.
Feeling good, but also aware of my advancing age, I decided to look back as well as look
ahead in this personal reflective/prospective on my favorite mode of transportation, rail. I
don’t presume to know all there is to know about the current state of the rail industry, but from
what I can see of it, rail is but a shadow of its old self. Consider, for example, the past vs.
current role of rail in my home town of Richmond, VA.
The Interstate Highway System and the One-World Economy Changed Everything.
Except for Amtrak, folks in Richmond, and more broadly Virginia as well, don’t relate to
railroading today. It’s just out there somewhere. They see little or no rail connection with their
lives. At one time, not so many decades ago, before the Interstates, virtually everything we
consumed came to town by rail, in boxcars, or stock cars, or refrigerated cars, e.g. dry goods
from New York, frozen French fries from Idaho, grapefruit from Florida, lettuce from California.
Every railroad in town had a small-shipment freight depot. Our major department stores had
rail-served warehouses, as did the A&P grocery chain, the local hardware distributors, etc.
Today, virtually no traditional consumer items arrive by rail, except very indirectly, as in the
case of coal that Dominion Power burns to produce 30 % percent of our power, and we know
where that is eventually headed. The invisible ethanol that is added to our gasoline just prior to
delivery to the local gas stations arrives by rail. Virtually everything else comes and goes via
truck. Outbound, I can’t think of anything of consequence shipped from here by rail, but that is
also largely explained by the decline in local manufacturing. My first day on the job included
delivery of four carloads of hogs to Kingan & Co. in the Richmond Union Stockyard complex, all
of which is now gone. The A&P bakery shipped boxcar loads of potato chips to the northeast via
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rail, and cigarettes and other tobacco products departed Richmond every night in multiple
carloads. U. S. mail arrived and departed by rail, as did parcel post and Railway Express in preUPS/FedEx days. So, it wasn’t just that railroading changed, it has been a sea change is how
the economy works. How often do we find things “made in America” today?
AAR Puts Rail’s Best Face before Legislators and the Public; that’s their job.
We are told by the Association of American Railroads (“AAR”), the industry trade
association, that U.S. railroads are the envy of the world. Of course, they are referring only to
what are now called “freight railroads”. Amtrak is a dues-paying member of the AAR, but you
wouldn’t know it. The public generally does not make a distinction between freight and
passenger operations. Neither did the railroad industry itself until 1971, when that community
of interest was alienated by the way Amtrak came into being. I often wonder, by what criteria
are our railroads judged to be the envy of the world? Fred Frailey wrote a provocative column
in the July TRAINS magazine in which he raised some very good questions. I have my own set
of questions. Among them are the following: Is the objective of freight railroading anything
more than pleasing Wall Street? Is there no higher purpose, such as mitigating the preemption
and destruction of our highway system by big trucks, which jeopardize the safety of motorists
and denigrate the environment? This is not so much a finding of fault with railroad company
executive leadership as it is a question about public policy. Could U.S. railroads do more?
Should they? We even observe that our railroads do not always use their own transportation
services. We see rail track maintenance machinery, freight car wheels, crossties, etc. whizzing
by on the Interstates. Makes one wonder!
Will Amtrak finally be driven from the rails by ideological zealots in congress, or will
public policy makers ever come to the public’s rescue, and to Amtrak’s assistance, with
adequate funding for a national intercity passenger rail system? Rail freight is just as much in
need of a supportive national transportation policy as is passenger. Both Amtrak and the
freights are essentially running in place at present. The status quo won’t do. Neither has a
public-policy mandate to dramatically transform themselves from current levels of service into
what freight rail and passenger rail should be providing this nation for the balance of the 21 st
century. A national rail policy, as part of a forward-looking surface transportation policy, is
urgently needed. To restore rail to the mainstream of U. S. transportation requires the same
federal encouragement, and promotional support, that has traditionally been provided
highways, aviation and waterways. Some of the passivity on the part of the congress has been
the result of years of a “leave us alone” message articulated by the investor-owned rails
themselves. But that may be changing. Only recently have freight railroads begun to cautiously
“feed at the public trough”, as their competitors have long done. We don’t much like that
pejorative phrase, but when four of five “pigs”” enjoy regular feedings, and the fifth does not,
the fifth little pig is likely to become the runt.
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Amtrak; Unpleasant Memories and Intra-Industry Feuds.
Current antagonism that unfortunately exists between rail freight and passenger
operators and passenger interests is harming both. There are many latent, and not so latent,
negative DNA strands in rail corporate culture. The most fundamental of these stems from the
1917-1920 takeover of private-investor-owned U. S. railroads by the federal government during
World War I. Among other bad memories that have now been passed down through
generations of railroad management are those associated with the creation of Amtrak, the
congressional act relieving the private rail industry of its statutory obligation to operate
passenger trains. The 1971 creation of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation --since
known as Amtrak -- continues to divide the rail industry. An adequate explanation of that
would require more than a few pages. Trust this writer, who witnessed that transaction, with
the assertion that “bad blood” was injected into the rail culture, with contaminated specimens
contributed by both sides. We still live with that unfortunate situation, but we must find a way
to get beyond it. Passenger advocates and operators are unlikely to enjoy more liberal access
to, and use of, existing rail routes until rail freight owners see that as a benefit.. Conversely, the
freights will not get very far beyond their current subordinate-level participation in the U.S.
domestic surface transportation market until they have access to passenger-train-quality
infrastructure, a major upgrade that only public dollars can procure.
The numbers seem to indicate that public demand for, and use of, passenger rail –
including commuter services – is somewhat stronger than shipper demand for freight rail. For
the last decade, Amtrak has posted modest but impressive ridership growth figures, despite
many operational handicaps. Freight seems to be holding its own at present. While there are
bright spots in rail freight, the industry has not yet bested pre-recession 2007 ton-mile results.
Among the attachments included with this paper are tables showing rail market share
for passenger and freight services, as well as a more in-depth look at how rail freight has fared
subsequent to the 1980 watershed year, when rail deregulation was ushered in by the Staggers
Act. Take a moment to look at those presentation. The most recently available figures from
the U. S. DOT, Bureau of Transportation Statistics (“BTS”), has rail freight at 29% of the market,
and trucks at 45%, based upon ton-miles of cargo handled. However, if the measure were value
of that which is transported, and revenue earned for higher-value services, the truckers might
well rise to 80%, more of less, and the rails might fall below 10%. Let’s be clear, U. S. freight
railroads are critically important to the nation’s economy, but they are often the carriers of last
resort. Just as most individuals would tend to opt for use of their personal automobile, most
shippers of cargo would generally prefer to use highway transportation because of its
convenience, and manageability. You will note that shipper-operated trucks seem to dominate
among all trucks on the highways of America. Rail’s strength is its ability to move huge volumes
of cargo at lower cost than highway.
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Does Freight Railroading Have a Future, and If so, What is it?
Can a transport industry that has opted out (often the only practical choice) of so many
merchandise cargo handling “opportunities” still have a future in bulk commodities, after coal?
Of course it can, and will, but what that means is that rail freight will tend to be the overland
equivalent of our inland waterway barge transportation system, and it may not be the envy of
the world.
Domestic rail/truck intermodal (“IM”) service is substantial and growing, but not very
much of it is originating and terminating in Virginia. Our state has virtually no domestic rail IM
terminals. Let’s make that clear. Except in Hampton Roads, there is currently no other place in
the State of Virginia, of which we are aware, where a shipper can tender or pick up a trailer or
container for rail shipment. The option to accommodate some domestic IM cargo at two
Hampton Roads rail terminals is undoubtedly due to the availability of international
infrastructure and service at the so-called Port of Virginia. For our discussion purposes, IM does
not include containerized New York garbage, which does find its way to Virginia via rail. Both
Class I railroads operate daily “overhead” IM trains across Virginia, between points north of the
state and points south of the state. The volume of such IM traffic is of consequence, but
combined, it would probably represent less than 30 minutes’ worth of truck traffic on I-81 and
I-95 combined.
Rail’s share of international container traffic through Hampton Roads is impressive,
having inched up steadily over the years to 32 to 33 % currently. The claim is made by Virginia
Port Authority that the rail share of container movements to/from Hampton Roads is the
highest on the east coast. However, that might be about the maximum unless new rail services
are added. Current VPA rail traffic moves primarily to the mid-west. Vast areas of the northeast
and southeast, with equal or greater potential, are unserved or underserved by rail from/to the
Port of Virginia. Unlike the typical freight train of old, the four or five IM trains operating daily
into and out of Hampton Roads carry traffic for a very limited number of origin or destination
points; “service lanes” being the term of the art. There are reasons for this, but they have less
to do with the best interest of the Port than they do with the fact that Hampton Roads is served
by only two Class I railroads, both of which serve other east coast ports where the railroad’s
best economic interest may be more compelling. Read more about IM among attachments.
Before leaving international Intermodal (“IM”), we should acknowledge that it was a
steamship company (American President Lines), not a railroad, that came up with the idea of
landing international containers on one U.S. coast and transporting them across the continent
for further shipment by water from the other; the “land-bridge” concept. That never amounted
to very much, but evolved into what is now a very substantial volume of international IM traffic
handled to and from numerous ports by the major railroads of North America. Steamship lines
call the shots; they are the “customers” of port operators as well as of the railroads handling
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the inland transportation segment of such international traffic. Ocean shipping is, and always
has been, a tough business due to the steamship lines’ lack of discipline, where excess capacity
is concerned, resulting in rock-bottom rates at times of overcapacity. This helps explain why
rail IM revenue on port-related traffic is usually low in comparison to other IM moves. The
ocean carriers are tough negotiators. Steamship lines did not invent rail containerization,
however. Dating back to the 1960s, the former New York Central Railroad (a Conrail
predecessor) made a big push with their Flexivan Service. Malcom McLean is generally
recognized for making the most consequential move into containerization with his 1950s
Sealand ocean-shipping operation. In any event, U.S. railroads, and CSX and NS in particular,
are fortunate to enjoy the sizeable flows of international cargo at this time of diminishing coal
cargo. The negative for the U.S. economy -- it might be argued -- is that all the merchandise
arriving New York, Norfolk, Charleston and Savannah, for Walmart and Target, et. al. might
have heretofore been manufactured in the U.S. The positive for the railroad companies is that
with the rise of truck transportation on the Interstate Highway System, it is doubtful that U. S.
rails would have handled much of it, had it been made in America. The way things stand today,
the rails have been “thrown a rope”. What might happen with a return of additional
manufacturing to North America, including Mexico? For now, and the foreseeable future, the
Port of Virginia and our railroads are riding high. That’s good! See additional info attached.
Fracking and Crude by Rail; The new “coal”, or just a flash in the RR pan?
Crude-by-rail (CBR) has exposed the railroad industry’s inability to keep its freight trains
on its tracks. No amount of strengthening of tank cars can withstand some derailment impacts.
It is akin to asking Boeing to design a plane that can structurally survive direct impact with the
earth. The trick is to keep ‘em on the rails to begin with. The Lynchburg derailment of April,
2014, was a god-send to the environmental and emergency response communities. No one
hurt, hardly any property damage (other than the railroad’s own), no evidence of lasting
environmental damage, yet one would have thought the world was coming to an end. Contrast
that overblown reaction to the very real risk posed by big trucks hauling dangerous
commodities on Virginia highways, an up-close-and dangerous threat that attracts no real
attention from State government. No question, CBR accidents have got to be brought under
control. No question, these incidents are much on the minds of railroad chiefs everywhere.
But, if the shale boom lasts long enough, pipelines will be eventually be built to take most of
the oil transport volume. Are fracking sands the only long-term residual? CBR strikes me as a
welcome but unreliable long-term answer to railroad revenue-generation needs.
The decline of the iconic Railroad Boxcar.
Years ago, a young marketing guy at Conrail predicted that box cars would be gone by
the year 2000. They are still here, but boxcars are indeed an endangered species. A recent
article in the Wall Street Journal indicated that there are now fewer than 125,000 railroad
boxcars in service, a decrease of 41% in the last decade. The AAR FACT BOOK for 1997
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indicated that the number of boxcars was then 312,568. If we were to look back to 1980 the
number would surely have exceeded 500,000. So many of the rail freight industry’s brighter
marketing ideas have dulled over time. One of them was that box cars would be eliminated by
a shift of cargo to intermodal (“IM”) trailers and containers. It didn’t exactly work out that way.
Box cars were largely rendered surplus by the railroads themselves, with accommodating
assistance of highway haulers of freight. Ironically, the old box car is often the most efficient
means of transporting certain categories of cargo, dock to dock. According to the recent WSJ
article, manufacturing and distribution operations of some shippers are said to be in distress
due to the lack of boxcars for loading. [Of course, shippers are notorious for hoarding rail
equipment when they think it is going to be in short supply, and rail operators can hardly be
expected to keep excess equipment waiting around for peak loading periods which might occur
but a few weeks in each year.]. Now, with far fewer boxcars in the fleet, and only a trickle of
replacements being built, we would imagine that the attrition rate of the box car fleet can be
extrapolated to identify that final end-game date. Will such date occur before the industry’s
200th anniversary in 2017? Are you old enough to remember when weekly rail car loadings
(including boxcars) were a “must” for economic forecasters?
So, what about recent Record Railroad Capital Investment?
Rail P.R. departments regularly crank out press releases touting multi-billion-dollar
capital improvement programs. Such news is indeed welcome. However, if one looks closely,
most of the money is for track maintenance. Many years back, circa 1960 and earlier, in a crazy
Interstate Commerce Commission/I.R.S. “conspiracy”, rail track maintenance was required to
be accounted for as an operating expense. A railroad only got to capitalize such work, say
relaying heavier rail, to the extent of the “betterment”. Thus, by way of example, replacing 100
pound rail with 120 lb. rail was a capital investment only to the extent of the heavier increment
of rail. In that environment, every down-cycle in car loadings and ton-miles brought forth an
order from HQ to cut back on maintenance. That is one of the reason the railroad industry of
the late 1950s and 1960s got so far behind the curve on infrastructure maintenance. Now it
appears that virtually everything is a capital expenditure, track, signals, locomotive and other
equipment. That quaint accounting element was certainly not the only reason for the decline in
rail “state of good repair”. The industry’s well-conceived (from a strictly earnings point of
view) strategy of dumping lines of business that were marginal or worse and concentrating on
those where the customer had fewer options and thus was obliged to pay higher rates, was
certainly key to generating higher levels of revenue and thus being able to fund surprisingly
high levels of “capital expenditures”. Sadly, as the previously-mentioned Fred Frailey piece in
July TRAINS points out, a relatively small fraction of these CAPEX programs generally goes to
increase capacity. But, if one’s business strategy is to only focus on those customers who have
the fewest options, what’s the need to go overboard on building excess capacity into the fixed
plant? There are only so many “captive shippers” [ a term generally denied by railroaders when
before the Surface Transportation Board.]. Bottom line: We can be thankful that the U.S. has
financially healthy freight railroads, but can’t they do better than just “bottom fish”?
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A word or two about PTC.
Following a deadly commuter rail train accident in the Los Angeles area, the U.S.
congress, in 2008, decreed that virtually all rail lines handling passenger trains and potentially
dangerous commodities, etc., install by 2016 a new operating control system termed Positive
Train Control, or “PTC”. We think it is appropriate that PTC, or its equivalent, be operational
on primary rail routes throughout the country. However, this was the perfect example of an
un-funded mandate, perhaps an unreasonable one, as the rail industry has long insisted. A good
portion of recent-year rail CAPEX budgets has been for PTC installation. Most recently, the
tragic Amtrak accident at Frankford Junction in Philadelphia has brought debate about PTC
implementation to a boil, understandably so. Compare the U.S. D.O.T.’s hard line imposed
upon private railroads (and public commuter authorities as well) with the long-delayed, and
much-debated, Air Traffic Control upgrade, for which DOT and Federal Aviation Administration
are responsible. It is easy to see why the private railroad culture bristles at almost every order
from Washington, even if the point of such order is a sound one. With installation of PTC on
most Virginia main rail routes in the next several years, SAFETY will be greatly enhanced.

Why I am still a Railroad Stockholder,
And an Advocate of More and Better Rail Service,
Freight and Passenger.
All of this negative stuff does cloud my life-long view that the rail mode of
transportation has the potential to celebrate its 200 th anniversary in 2027 by reinventing itself.
On the other hand, rail has so many possibilities and so much potential to serve the interests of
so many constituent groups of Americans. However, to get there, it will take a new president
of the U.S. with a congress willing to support him or her in a great renewal and expansion of
American transportation infrastructure. Obama tried – give him credit for that – but U.S. D.O.T.
and its Federal Railway Administration were unprepared, as were most of the state
departments of transportation.
Leaders at the highest levels of federal policy-making (commerce, transportation,
energy, health, safety and environment) must, sooner or later, take an objective look at what
really stands between the current marginal role of rail and a more robust growth posture for
rail among all U.S. transportation providers. When they to do so, they will find that railroad
transportation has been gradually relegated to its current marginal role by a century of public
transportation policy decisions that assumed that the so-called “robber barons” of the 19th
century were still running the show, and preparing to take advantage of the public. Such
threats were, for the most part, long ago neutralized by competitive forces. Granted there are
current issues involving captive shippers, grain rates, reciprocal switching, etc., as indeed there
will always be.
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Also a factor is in the area public perception; the erroneous notion that rail is an archaic
mode, that it is technologically outmoded, and that it was simply overtaken by more advanced
technology. Rail was overtaken, notwithstanding advances in rail technology, by extraordinary
federal and state support for the competition. Sure, rail got a big boost from government 18301869, but nothing since, until a slow flow of financial assistance commenced in the last quarter
of the 20th century.
Out of the darkness of rail’s spiral downward in the 1960s,
came HOPE for Rail in the 70s and 1980s
On the precipice of the private rail industry’s then-imminent demise in the 1970s,
congress finally acted, giving railroads most of what they wanted; namely, relief from passenger
train losses and “deregulation” of freight. The several congressional actions to which I refer
were basically a license to go out of business. [Public-sector planners then saw little future for
rail freight and none for intercity passenger. Amtrak was designed to fail and fold.].
As result, a huge portion – perhaps one-half – of U.S. rail capacity disappeared over
several decades. The salvage crew (my term for executive management in the 1980s and
1990s) aggressively abandoned tracks and withdrew from markets because it was hopeless to
try to compete with federally- promoted and financially- subsidized competition on the nation’s
highways, waterways and in the air. To the great credit of the salvage crew, they identified the
lines of business that rail could profitably pursue. That story warrants an A+ in business
strategy and execution. What we have left today is a pathetic proxy for a national passenger
train network (Amtrak), and bare- bones freight systems, composed of seven large, Class I
freight roads that would much prefer not to do business with one another if they can avoid it.
Thus, the nation no longer has a freight rail network. Instead it has seven large semiautonomous operations, augmented by hundreds of so-called regional and short lines. This is
not a model for a true rail renaissance in rail’s 3rd century. Yes, it works. It makes shareholders
money. It has in recent years pleased Wall Street, but it won’t move the needle much in terms
of market share recapture in the decades ahead. [Isn’t that the only real reason for public
investment in investor-owned rail infrastructure?]. What we have today will not serve the
broader interests of the nation nearly as well as it might. To the Association of American
Railroads, these words are heresy, but the AAR has never been known as a center for its
progressive thinking.
Fortunately for the AAR and its freight members, the foregoing deficiencies stand little
chance of being addressed unless Bernie Sanders wins the keys to the White House [and I am
not for that, although I like his spunk!]. The principals are generally satisfied with the status
quo. Our congress, which can’t agree on issues ranging from waging war to taxes to
immigration, much less health care and the environment, has no appetite for kicking a dog that,
from their point of view, is resting quietly. So the status quo is what we can expect from
Washington for the time being, but we will have several new administrations before 2027.
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Virginia has become a leader in Progressive Rail Policy;
We should now take a National Rail Leadership Role
Virginia has been working hard over the past decade to break out of the status quo in
rail transportation. But can a state have much impact in an area that generally requires
uniform federally-promulgated nation-wide policy, funding sources, and standards? That
remains to be seen, but it is worth a try.
In the meantime, the Commonwealth of Virginia has made a good start, with some
notable success inducing people to use passenger rail services (both intercity and commuter) in
lieu of other transportation options. Those numbers are available, but not as widely distributed
nor publicized as they might be. Less certain is the amount of success with public funding of rail
freight infrastructure. The fact is that we just don’t know because there has not yet been any
overall public accounting of the number of trucks, or truck-equivalent loads, shifted from
highway to rail. This remains a serious problem. The taxpaying general public will not forever
tolerate an unreasonable “proprietary information” dodge by private railroads. No one expects
true proprietary information to be publicly disclosed, but John Doe taxpayer is entitled to know
whether his investment in rail freight infrastructure is, in fact, taking trucks off the highway.
The most discouraging recent development occurred during the latest State budget
cycle when the Governor moved about one-third of our Rail Enhancement Funds (“REF”) from
rail to highway projects. But don’t blame the Governor. Potentially-eligible freight railroads
were unable or unwilling to avail themselves of all of the funds that were available, and
projected to accumulate, in Virginia’s REF. This has to be interpreted as a conscious decision on
the part of the private freight railroads not to fund 30% of potential REF project costs, for which
the public’s 70% match would have otherwise been available. Does this mean that Virginia’s
two Class I freight railroads have done all they can with new capacity initiatives to capture new
business? They will have to answer that question, and we hope they soon will.
The administration of Virginia’s incumbent governor, Terry McAulliffe, is making what
appears to be a sincere and diligent effort to make transportation priorities and funding an
open, objective and cost-effective process. This will be a very difficult thing to accomplish,
given our Virginia history of allocating transportation funds across the State based as much on
political favors as on need and cost-benefit justification. Even though the history of modern rail
funding in Virginia dates back only about two decades, Virginia would do well to apply the same
commonsense objectives and standards to rail planning, project evaluation, contract
negotiation, funding, and administration.
Virginia also needs a clearer vision of what it hopes to accomplish in cooperation with
the private railroads. Just to keep private railroads in business, and to add to their bottom lines
(both acceptable objectives) is not enough. If we can’t get more transportation growth out of
Virginia’s rail program in the next 15 years than we have demonstrated during the last such
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period, then the justification for spending so many taxpayer dollars on rail should be
questioned objectively.
As I see it (intentionally using the first person), the weakest area of our experience here
in Virginia since the year 2000 has been in what I would term as “the art of the deal”. While the
public never has the benefit of knowing the full story, it is my impression that Virginia has not
always made the best deals that it possibly could have. The State often appears to have given
away too much for too little. Freight rail industry history and current news is replete with
examples of deals the railroads make among and between themselves, all of which strike this
reader as being superior, in terms of proportionality of benefits derived vs. equity contributed.
Sometimes the people charged with negotiating on behalf of the Commonwealth are
placed in an untenable position by too much advance publicity from well-meaning officials in
high places. We had a governor, several back, who deserves great credit for his contribution
toward getting the Amtrak Regional train service started. However, in doing so, he let it be
known, quite publicly, that he was intent upon inaugurating several new services prior to the
end of his term of office. What better position could the host railroad have wanted when the
governor’s man came, hat-in-hand, to negotiate for access rights?
We ought to be able to do better as the Virginia rail program matures in the years
ahead. If it isn’t good for both parties, it is not going to be a good deal for either one of them.
Huge questions, of this nature, loom in the DC2RVA rail corridor, and perhaps elsewhere.
I cannot conclude without again plugging for a State Rail Authority, with appropriate
senior staff whose tenure is not tied to each four-year change in gubernatorial administration.
Rail development is a long-term proposition. Getting the vision right, the organization right,
and staying the course over eight-to-ten-year periods will be critical to success of the mission.
We must also do a better job of educating our congressional delegation and staff,
impressing upon all of them the vital stake that Virginia has in the future of the highlyvulnerable Northeast Rail Corridor, as well as the State’s broader federal rail agenda.
Virginia has already become a leader in both commuter and intercity passenger rail
development. We need to strive for the same level of achievement in rail freight. There are
undoubtedly opportunities for demonstration projects in rail freight that are just as worthy as
some of our passenger initiatives. But it takes two to Tango. Unless the Class I railroads can
demonstrate greater vision and a greater inclination to take some risks to capture more
highway traffic, they may well see further “raids” on public rail funding in the future. Were that
to happen, we would all be losers.
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Once again, and germane to all of the above, we have got to get beyond the current
petty intermural feud between the freights and passenger operators. Recalling the famous line
from the American Revolution, we will all hang together or we will hang separately. The
unfortunate history of the decline of the American passenger train, of intolerable industry
losses, the Amtrak “solution”, and all that has since transpired, represents a continuing
distraction in the long view of rail transportation in the U.S. If there is any hope of bringing
American railroading to its full 21st century potential, this “family” estrangement has got to end.
The sooner the better. For 140 years railroads were railroads. The freight railroad vs.
passenger railroad nomenclature is an unhelpful modern phenomenon.
Neither rail freight interests nor passenger interests will succeed in breaking out of the
status quo of rail transportation until they finally come together and jointly convince a future
White House and the U.S. congress that they are together, that jointly, they have great plans
for the nation, plans that only the federal transportation policy establishment can enable,
promote and support with public resources. “Resources” means more than funding. It includes
clearing the “right-of-way” for the future of rail in America.
In the meantime, the Commonwealth of Virginia can lead by its transportation policies,
its federal legislative priorities, and by its rail demonstration projects, many of which are going
to emerge over the next decade. The spotlight will be on the Old Dominion. Washington can’t
help but notice.

Richard L. Beadles
Note: Although he is affiliated with several rail policy and advocacy organizations in Virginia,
the views expressed in this monograph are those of the writer alone. He accepts full
responsibility, including a willingness to offer further explanation and justification for
statements and assertions made. Anyone wishing to do so, may contact the writer at
railva55@gmail.com
Beadles, a retired railroader and real estate executive,
enjoyed a unique career that brought him face to face with
Virginia’s need to fully develop all of its transportation and
mobility resources, including rail. He served as president
and CEO of the former RF&P Railroad, of CSX Realty, and of
MGT Realty Advisors. Since 1992 he has devoted himself to
promoting rail in Virginia. He, and others, organized
Virginians for High Speed Rail and later, Virginia Rail Policy
Institute. His interest in transportation is “ecumenical”.
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A Brief Look at U. S. Transportation,
Who Does What?
Passenger miles: 2012 (millions):
Mode of transportation
Automobile
Aviation
Amtrak intercity rail
Commuter rail
Heavy Rail, e.g. metro, subway, etc.
Light Rail, e.g. Norfolk Tide.

Modal Share
87.40%
11.90%
0.10%
0.20%
0.40%
?
100%

Also not considered was bus, ferry, bike, etc.
Freight ton-miles: 2011 (millions):
Mode of transportation
Trucking/highway, incl. intermodal
Rail, incl. rail intermodal
Water; coastal, inland and lakes
Pipeline
Aviation

Modal Share
44.90%
29.30%
8.50%
17.30%
?
100%

“Ton-miles” is a measure that puts rail in most favorable position and tends to eliminate
aviation as a player. Were “value” of cargo the measure, aviation and trucks would rise
dramatically in market share, and rail would plummet. In addition, rail ton-miles have been,
depressed somewhat since 2011 due to reduction in transport of coal, a trend likely to
continue.
Source of this data: Jim McClellan (his January 23, 2015 presentation to VRPI). His source was
U.S. DOT. Reformatting, and comment about “ton-mile” measure, by R.L.B. July 9, 2015

1980, a Modern Rail Freight Benchmark;
So How Has Rail Freight Fared in the Market Place Since Then?
Rail (freight) deregulation arrived via the Staggers Act in 1980, as did the start of a major
round of industry rail mergers, including that of CSX, and shortly thereafter, Norfolk Southern.
What has changed since then in the U.S. freight transportation modal share picture?
Looking only at ton-miles:
1980

2011

The total market

(ton-miles)
% change vs. 1980
+ 41%

Trucking

30% share 45% share

+ 109%

Rail

22% share 29% share

+ 85%

Water (domestic)

22% share

8% share

- 46%

Pipeline

25% share 17% share

- 3%

Aviation/other

1% share
100%

1% share
100%

neg.

For simplicity we have omitted the actual ton-miles in each case. However, the foregoing begs
a few comments. While the U.S. freight market grew significantly between 1980 and 2011,
increasing 41% in total ton-miles, there were big changes within the market.
With the exception of truck/rail intermodal (“IM”), U.S. railroads generally exited the so-called
“merchandise” market over these years, but coal traffic ton-miles increased significantly,
particularly with respect to long-haul coal transported from the so-called Power River Basin of
Wyoming. That was a major driver of increasing ton-miles for rail. That had the effect of
disguising declines in some other commodity groups. With coal now in decline (2015), the
impact may be severe on both rail ton-miles, transportation market share, and rail earnings.
Water transportation took a big hit, primarily in coastal shipping and on the Lakes. Inland
waterway traffic was up modestly. Pipeline volume was basically flat, which seems counterintuitive in light of the fracking boom, but we need to recall that the U.S. oil boom came on
strong only in the years since 2011, and many fracking well fields were not immediately served
by previously-existing pipelines. That, of course, has helped rail.
R.L.B. Data from DOT BTS Table 1-50. 2011 data most recent year published. July 10, 2015.
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So, what about Rail Intermodal?
Truck/Rail Intermodal (“IM”) transportation is considered a bright spot in the rail freight
transportation picture. IM continues to register increases in volume of containers and trailers
handled by rail. However, profitability has traditionally been problematic. It must be borne in
mind that IM’s competition is publicly-subsidized highway transportation of cargo. In spite of
that, the challenges currently facing trucking have caused some highway operators to switch to
rail IM.
Although current industry data is not readily available to this writer, international IM
(the handling of international shipping containers from and to U.S. ports) has traditionally been
the growth component of rail IM. That is apparently beginning to change, with some railroads
reporting stronger growth in domestic transport of IM containers. For lack of better
information, we estimate that currently about one-half of U.S. rail IM is port-related
international traffic, and the balance is domestic. Port traffic is somewhat easier and less costly
to handle, but generally commands a much lower rate. Dealing with steamship lines is a
difficult dance for railroads. The Steamship lines are typically the purchasers of inland
transportation. Ocean carriers are themselves under financial stress in the cut-throat
international freight trade. This leaves little room for rail leverage in pricing. Domestic IM may
be just a bad, but rail costs associated with meeting highway competition absolutely demand
higher rates under most circumstances. Fortunately for railroads, trucking has its own set of
problems that include chronic driver shortages, ever-increasing federal safety and fuel economy
regulation, insurance, fuel and all of the other normal and customary costs of doing business.
Overall, average IM unit revenue appears to be about one-third, or less, than the equivalent
revenue received from handling a traditional rail freight car of other commodities. It must be
kept in mind, however, that the typical rail freight car will normally accommodate three or
more times the weight of lading than a trailer or container.
Port-related IM corridors are limited, and may even get more so, with new, gigantic
ocean-going container ships, making fewer port calls. Domestic IM corridors (sometimes
overlapping with port-related IM corridors) are also somewhat limited by the configuration of
rail lines, their capacity, and urban terminal location possibilities and markets large enough to
justify close proximity of such rail IM terminals to such markets.
The reader is invited to view the accompanying graphics which were developed for the
purpose of simplistically demonstrating the basics of traditional rail box-car service as
compared with rail IM. It is hoped that the challenge of rail IM development will be better
understood. Nevertheless, we should all hope for more of this. Virginia shippers, in particular,
are almost totally shut out of the domestic IM option, there being almost no exclusive domestic
IM terminals in the State at the present time.
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Preliminary figures (released by the Association of American Railroads on January 8,
2015) indicate that reporting railroads handed 13.5 million trailer/container units on their IM
corridors during 2014, an increase of 5.2% over the previous year. While that sounds
impressive, and indeed it is, we need to put rail IM in perspective. Counting potentiallydivertible trucks on Virginia highways is an inexact process, because one has to guess at
whether or not that particular truck could, in fact, be handled by rail, even for a portion of the
total haul. The sad fact is that most cannot be, as things stand today. Rail IM service is often
not service-competitive, nor cost-competitive when all logistically-related costs are considered.
Moreover, a large fraction of all trucks are operating between origin and destination points of
relatively short distances, e.g. 100 to 250 miles, where rail IM, even if it were offered as an
alternative, usually cannot compete – at least not the way rail IM is currently operated and
marketed. VDOT traffic counts suggest that as many as 10,000 large trucks may move up and
down portions of I-81 in every 24-hour period. Other major Virginia Interstates, such as I-64, I95, I-85 I-77, I-66, together with our urban Interstates, also register large, but perhaps not as
large, big truck counts.
Arbitrarily selecting 8,000 as the number of large “railable-trucks” (not all are)
operating on all of Virginia’s interstates (trucks that might conceivably be diverted to rail were
rail IM time and cost competitive) and multiplying that number by 365 days, yields at total of
2.9 million such trucks in one year on Virginia Interstates. Compare the resulting Virginia
number (2.9 million) with total rail IM in 2014, nationwide (13.5 million units), and one
concludes that rail IM is still a relatively minor player, with a long way to go toward making any
significant impact on reduction of big truck volume(s) in America. To further explain; if Virginia
has only about 2.5% of all U. S. Interstate mileage ( 1,117 miles of 46,726 total), yet might have
as many as 2.9 million theoretically-divertible trucks, then 100% of the nation’s interstate
mileage could conceivably have 116 million such truck moves (100 divided by 2.5 = 40 X 2.9 =
116). We acknowledge that most interstate truck moves traverse the same Interstate in
multiple states, which would tend to discredit the 116 million total. On the other hand, big
truck traffic is not limited to Interstates, e.g. 58, 460, 17 and 13 in Virginia. We would welcome
presentation of rebutting data and analysis.
U.S. rail IM volume is now approaching the 50-50 mark with traditional rail car loads.
With coal currently in free fall – or so it seems – the tipping point may come sooner than
anyone expected. For the first 26 weeks of 2015 (the mid-point of the year), the AAR reports
that traditional rail carloads were down 3.9%, and rail IM up 2.7%. Combined, rail freight
volume was down 0.8%.
Lately, Wall Street has begun to take note of the obvious difficulty of replacing the loss
of coal revenue with IM, when the latter often requires more effort and expense in order to
meet delivery times measured in hours rather than days. Yet the income stream from IM is
usually much thinner.
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While market forces are beyond the expertise of this writer to explain, it cannot be
entirely coincidental that several major U. S. railroads have suffered steep declines in market
value, as reflected in their stock price declines over the last 52 weeks.
NYSE Stock Prices
52-Week High
July 10, 2015

Change.

Norfolk Southern

$117.64

$ 86.35

-26.6%

Union Pacific

$124.52

$ 97.82

-21.4%

To maintain and enhance the private rail infrastructure and services that Virginia already
enjoys will take vision, unconventional thinking, uncomfortable risk-taking, forbearance, money
(public and private) and perseverance.
To take rail freight (and rail passenger) to the next level – beyond anything yet seen in
Virginia – will require a national reassessment of the role of rail in America. Virginia cannot do
this alone, but it can lead the way if it chooses to do so. Our congressional delegation is key,
but who will guide them? Our one-term gubernatorial arrangement makes that ever so
difficult.
Ultimately, and the sooner the better, Virginia policy-makers should realistically assess
the true potential of rail as part of our VTrans 2040 transportation mix. Proceeding as we have
in the last decade, commendable though that has been – remarkable to say the least – won’t
get us there. Is it worth it to Virginia to reach for the “next higher level” or not? Such policy
discussion needs to be well informed by facts and realities.
Virginians -- all of us --have a big stake in all of this, from the coal fields of the
southwest part of the State to the Port of Virginia, as well all of the rail corridors in between.
If domestic rail IM is the future of freight railroading, the Commonwealth, in conjunction with
all interested parties (not just the two Class I freight railroads), needs to get started. These
kinds of transformational changes require a very broad sweep of political and economic
territory, and some truly innovative solutions. Unfortunately, some sacred cows will have to be
sacrificed.
R.L.B. July 11, 2015.

The Physical State of Rail in Virginia
Virginia currently has approximately 3,000 route-miles of railroad, of which less than
10% of such rail corridor miles are double or triple track, with appropriate signaling and
crossovers to permit complete flexibility in utilization. None of the rail mileage in Virginia is
designed and maintained to the standards of most of the Amtrak Northeast Corridor (DC-NYBoston). [Virginia has about 57,000 miles of State-maintained roads and highways.].
This is not to suggest that Virginia rail infrastructure is unsafe or grossly neglected,
although some light-density lines probably are deficient in maintenance, but not to the extent
of public endangerment. Private investor-owned railroads are capital intensive businesses.
The rail industry learned long ago to keep its infrastructure up to safe standards, or get rid of it
to avoid cost of maintaining more physical plant than is necessary for current levels of business.
To ensure safe operation, when maintenance falls behind the ideal level, speed restrictions are
imposed and observed. Since the 1950s, Virginia has lost more than 500 miles of rail routemileage, and perhaps three times that amount of second and third main track.
The result of this atrophy-effect on Virginia rail infrastructure is that Virginia railroads
would be hard-pressed to do much more than they currently do, which is to provide a generally
acceptable levels of service for low-value cargo, for customers who have less Imperative for
time sensitive delivery, and are seeking low-cost transportation.. The exception to this is
Hampton Roads-related international containerized Intermodal service. Even that is a relatively
slow operation by comparison with highway movement of similar containerized freight from
the Port of Virginia. As discussed in a separate section on Rail-Highway Intermodal (“IM”),
Virginia is basically unserved by the domestic IM operations of either CSX or Norfolk Southern.
As result of recent and substantial public investment in private rail infrastructure,
Virginia railroads (CSX, NS and the Buckingham Branch) are currently doing a fair job, under
prevailing circumstances, of accommodating Amtrak intercity, Virginia Regional, and VRE
commuter rail trains. However, by no means would we describe Virginia rail operations and
service – neither freight nor passenger – as “the envy of the world”.
To attain a significantly higher level of performance, as discussed at the conclusion of
the section on Intermodal, first requires a vision and a plan that do not yet exist. The current
DC2RVA study of the Richmond-Washington corridor is an example of what might be required
in order to transform other Virginia routes from their present level of passible adequacy to
superior status. Critical, however, would be a “meeting of the minds” with the private owners.
The accompanying graphic depiction of Virginia Rail Corridor Condition & Capacity,
dated as of January 7, 2012, was a first-ever effort to qualitatively and quantitatively describe
most of the rail lines in the Commonwealth. It should be regarded as a starting point for
further update, revision and enhancement. While Virginia’s privately-owned rail assets are of
great value to the State and its citizens, there is much more work to be done. R.L.B. 7/10/15.

Dick Beadles
railva55@gmail.com
July 15, 2015
Memo to file
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Re: VPA International Gateway Terminal, Portsmouth,
a/k/a A.P.M. or Maersk Terminal, Portsmouth, VA.

The writer participated in a VRPI visit to the above-named marine terminal on July13,
together with eleven others. We were briefed for 1 ½ hours and then permitted ample time to

view the terminal facility and operations from large windows of an upper floor of the terminal
administration building.
I took no notes, but some of my recollections are as follows. This huge, highlyautomated, terminal facility, in the “West Norfolk” section of Portsmouth, for many years the
only one of its kind on the U.S. east coast, was developed a decade ago by A. P. M. (A.P.M. has
since sold the terminal to an investment group). Several years after completion of the
terminal, Virginia Port Authority (“VPA”) leased the complex from A.P.M. and today operates it
in conjunction with VPA’s other Hampton Roads international container shipping terminals.
The terms of the lease are apparently unfavorable to VPA. It has been publicly-criticized. VPA
would undoubtedly like to renegotiate it with the new owners. The other VPA Hampton Roads
container terminals include Norfolk International Terminal (NIT) adjacent to the Navy
Yard/Sewals’ Point; the Portsmouth Marine Terminal (PMT) at Pinners Point, and Newport
News Marine Terminals (NMT).
From the VPA web site, one can see that container volume handed by VPA, and its
subsidiary organizations (VA International Terminals, et. al.), is currently running at about
120,000 container units (not TEUs) per month for the first five months of calendar year 2015.
We were told that slightly more than one-half – perhaps 52% +/- -- are handled at NIT, a very
small number at PMT, and the balance -- say 45%+ at the former APM Terminal, now
International Gateway.
We were also told that currently 32 % of all such “boxes” move by rail (the VPA web site
as of this date shows 33% by rail), about 4% by barge, and the remainder, 64% by truck. Thus,
working off of the 120,000 per month average, that suggests a total volume of 38,400 by rail,
4,800 by barge, and 76,800 by truck (the barge number seems high based upon what we
understand the Richmond volume to be at present. The projected total this year for Richmond
being in the neighborhood of 16,000 to 20,000, and considering that the volume to Richmond is
said by our VPA hosts to be higher than the once-per-week barge movement to Baltimore and
Philadelphia??).
Our hosts at the Gateway complex estimated that about 90% of the truck volume is
moving to or from customers within 10 to 200 miles, thus not likely to ever be rail-hauled,
based upon current rail service and cost criteria. That said, the VPA Front Royal Inland Port falls
within this radius. NS and VPA have for years operated a rail shuttle of containers between the
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Inland Port and VPA terminals at Hampton Roads. It is my understanding that VPA and or
others initially made certain financial arrangements with the railroad to effectively subsidize
this service. Whether or not such subsidy arrangement continues to this day, I cannot say.
Norfolk Southern is said to dominate NIT rail traffic. In fact, CSX is effectively shut out of
participation in NIT traffic because it lacks direct access for its trains into and out of NIT. CSX
can only get to NIT by use of the Norfolk-Portsmouth Belt Line switching service (even

though CSX owns a substantial but minority interest in NPBL). Such NPBL “switch costs” make
any such movements for account of CSX noncompetitive. NS enjoyed rights to NIT acquired in
the 1959 N&W takeover of the former Virginian Railroad. We thus estimate that the average
monthly NS volume at NIT (120,000 X 52% X32%) is probably about 20,000 boxes per month.
That would suggest a daily rail volume in and out of NIT of about 667 containers, or 4 trains per
day (@ 167 boxes per average train)(see further reference to the 167 number on page 3).
Without knowing the specifics of NS IM operations at NIT, it is my impression that NS operates
two IM trains daily into and two out of NIT. Actual numbers undoubtedly vary in response to
fluctuating traffic volumes and other rail operational considerations.
At “Gateway” (the former APM terminal) in Portsmouth, the monthly rail share might be
on the order of 17,280 containers (120,000 X 45% X 32%) each month, split (the steamship lines
dictate routing and pay rail freight charges) between CSX and NS. The resulting daily average of
576 (total) containers are currently handled by a one daily train for each railroad, i.e. two pair
of round trips. The Commonwealth Railway (a “short line”) connects the terminal with the two
Class I roads at Suffolk [Kilby in the case of CSX]). These trains are frequently observed standing
on the terminal approach tracks in the median of Routes 664 and 164, mostly the latter. Unlike
trucks arriving and departing Gateway, these trains appear to spend an inordinate amount of
“dwell” time waiting to get into the terminal, and also waiting to be pulled away by
Commonwealth RR for account of one or the other of the two Class I s.
Portsmouth Marine Terminal (“PMT”) generates some international IM volume, but
currently not a substantial amount. We understand that CSX originates a train from that
terminal daily, with a corresponding inbound. It would be at, or proximate to, PMT that CSX
would handle any domestic IM arriving or departing Portsmouth. Apparently NS is not a
significant participant at PMT. NS’domestic IM is handled elsewhere in the Norfolk area.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no regular international, nor domestic, IM rail
service at the Newport News terminal of VPA.
Both CSX and NS handle IM from Hampton Roads to and from several different inland
terminals, including (in the case of NS) Columbus, OH, Chicago, IL, Front Royal (VPA Inland
port), and Greensboro, NC. What railroaders refer to as “block swapping” occurs at Crewe, VA.
Thus a NS IM train originating at NIT (or Gateway) may have cars with boxes for all of those
destinations, but the train moving them from NIT (or Gateway) is obviously not going to all
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those points. The hand-off of the Front Royal and Greensboro blocks, for example, to the
proper train is said to take place at Crewe (just west of Blackstone). CSX, whose primary IM
route is to their Northwest Ohio terminal, does the same thing at Kilby, just beyond Suffolk.
Several general observations relative to rail IM operations, as seen at the time of our
July 13 visit to Gateway, and elsewhere. While “double stack” loading is the optimum

configuration, it is interesting that even the NS train we observed awaiting entry into the
Gateway rail unloading yard appeared to have quite a few single-stack loads. Also, the CSX
outbound train, awaiting departure, had many “open hitches”, i.e. cars with no containers
whatsoever. Apparently, the inbound (export) volume at Gateway generates a surplus of rail
cars, which CSX seems to need elsewhere. [ I regularly observe such flats going north through
Richmond. ] While a 300 +/- container IM train may be the norm in some western rail IM
traffic lanes, that is apparently not often the case in our region. My earlier 167 box-per-train
average for NS’ NIT trains (see page 2) may be closer to the actual.
It can thus be seen that rail Intermodal operations in Hampton Roads are extensive, and
fairly complex. The VPA Hampton Roads example also serves to illustrate what can be done in
domestic IM, provided sufficient traffic can be identified, aggregated, and induced to move via
rail rather than highway. The challenge is that there are few domestic shippers with volumes
comparable to those of the international steamship lines, and with such volumes concentrated
at a few origin points and destined to a few jumping-off terminal points for distribution by
highway. Apparently no such opportunities currently exist in Virginia, but they do exist
elsewhere, and we would do well to continue to encourage our two Class I railroads, CSX and
NS, to actively seek new opportunities. Just as the Front Royal Inland Port shuttle was started
(and may still be) with public-sector financial support, it is not inconceivable that similar
domestic IM pilot service projects could qualify for DRPT funding, now or in the future.
For what it’s worth,

Dick Beadles.

